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The benefits of

outsourcing

your IT

1. Breadth & Depth of Technical Expertise
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Outsourcing

this is the industry standard of
1 x IT Engineer for every 150 x
users
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gives you access to breadth and
depth of technical knowledge
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2. Escaping the Break/Fix cycle

Break/Fix

An IT department
has 3 compe�ng
types of work to do:

1. Future projects
2. Ongoing Maintenance
3. Break/Fix IT Support

always takes
precedence as it’s an
immediate demand

Outsourcing

The less �me you spend on

gives you extra pairs of hands to help you
manage these 3 compe�ng types of work

projects & maintenance

the more likely there will
be even more Break/ Fix
issues tomorrow

3. Managing the peaks and troughs
Nothing’s
going
wrong

Email server goes

Offline
Demands
on your IT staﬀ vary
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300 users

calling!

Outsourcing... manage
It’s almost impossible to

projec�ive gives you 50 techies
on hand, as and when you need them.

those peaks and troughs

when you’re suppor�ng 300 users with 2 techies.

300 users
IMPOSSIBLE

2 techies

4. Experience and Fine-tuning

Outsourcing you’re ge�ng a

When your internal IT person
does something new, it’s
likely they’ll make mistakes... gives you access to a team
that has made exactly the
same mistakes, but
learned from them and
ﬁne-tuned their
processes
and knowledge

well oiled machine

it’s
human
nature!

5. Motivation

Motivation

An outsourced IT support
company will have lots of
techies at varying levels is always high because
in their career there’s always someone

You won’t get an

expensive,
at every level who
enjoys diﬀerent jobs grumpy
techie

=)

dealing with a mundane
support ques�on – you’ll get
someone far more mo�vated

6. Focus on your business
Allowing an outsourced

IT support
company to take care of your IT,

means you can focus on

your business and
do what you do best.

